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Independently Published, United States, 2019. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English.
Brand new Book. The Bloodhound, also commonly known as the 'Sleuth Hound, ' is a large breed
of scent hound that was originally developed to be able to hunt deer and wild boar. During the
Middle Ages the Bloodhound was also used to track people. The breed has an incredible sense of
smell that allows it to discern specific human scents across great distances. The mixture of the
breeds innate hunting instinct and sense of smell has lead the Bloodhound to be used by modern
day police and law enforcement across the world. The breed primarily is used to track escaped
prisoners, lost children, missing people and lost pets. However due to the breeds tireless tracking,
when following a scent, they can be difficult to obedience train. The Bloodhound has an
affectionate and gentle temperament which has lead the breed to become an ever increasingly
popular household pet. The breed has a loose and thin coat that sheds seasonally. The
Bloodhound's coat comes in three common colorations: black and tan, liver and tan, and red. It is
not uncommon for a Bloodhound to have flecks of white throughout its coat...
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Reviews
A whole new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and i also am certain that i am going to planning to read again yet again later on. I
found out this book from my i and dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Audrey Lowe I
It is fantastic and great. It is really simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 % in the ebook. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested
this book to learn.
-- Dr. Luna Skiles
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